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ABSTRACT
A nutrient delivery system (NDS) capable of operating in microgravity is an essential component
of growing plants in space. A granular substrate-based NDS is a conventional but mechanically
simple way to grow plants in microgravity, especially when a nutrient impregnated substrate is
used. A properly designed substrate-based NDS should be easier to implement, maintain, and
exhibit a higher long-term reliability than a mechanically complex NDS. A key element of the
control ofa substrate NDS is a reliable moisture sensor. Lack of ideal moisture conditions in the
NDS of existing systems may have contributed to the wide range of plant responses that have
been observed in space experiments to date.
An upcoming series of joint U.S. - Russian plant experiments will use the granular substrate NDS
equipment developed by Russian and Bulgarian scientists for the Mir Space Station's Svet
greenhouse. The purpose of this study was to develop a better understanding of granular substrate
water relations and to provide the ability to document water distribution in the Svet NDS during
the space experiments. To this end, we conducted a study to expanded our understanding of
substrate water behavior in granular substrates in microgravity.
This report documents the results of our experiments with the Svet substrate water content
sensor; explains the results observed in the Svet NDS during the 1990 Greenhouse experiment;
describes the development of a miniature version of the Svet type (heat pulse) sensor that has
been used to measure the distribution of water content inside the Svet NDS in space; and
documents the calibration of these sensors and measurements conducted in both ground and space
experiments
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INTRODUCTION
Water is essential for the growth and development of plants and also serves as the pathway
through which most nutrients are delivered to the plants. An adequate water supply is necessary
to allow normal stomatal functioning. Most of the heat delivered to the plant leaves by the sun or
other radiant energy source should be transferred back to the environment by transpirational
cooling. This process prevents the plant from overheating and the leaves from being damaged
under intense radiation loads. The water content of the root support medium strongly affects the
fluxes of water and gases to the roots and should be a known component of a plant growth
system. The use of moisture sensors within the root environment provides critical information
about the stresses faced by plants in microgravity and allows an informed response to irrigation
control.
In current designs, the substrate of the NDS serves three purposes: holding the plant in place,
moving water to the root surfaces, and infusing the water with essential nutrients required by the
plant. The movement of water to the plant is bounded by the need to provide freely moving water
at low energy levels. It is well understood that water moves more freely in a granular substrate as
the thickness of the water layer around the particles increases. However, when the water layer
thickness becomes too great, the free air space in the matrix becomes limited and the plant roots
cannot acquire the oxygen needed to support respiration. Therefore, the balance between water
and air must be carefully considered. These relationships have been fully researched under earth's
strong gravitational acceleration. In microgravity, however, our understanding of the behavior of
water and oxygen in porous media is incomplete.
OPTIMIZATION OF SUBSTRATE WATER AND GAS TRANSFER RELATIONS IN
M1CROGRAVITY
To provide a good theoretical basis for this study, we began by developing a physically sound
understanding of the forces that influence the movement of water in a porous substrate in
microgravity. Based on these results, we developed a procedure to optimize the substrate water
relations of porous media for use in microgravity. First, we characterized the various media
currently used in space plant experiments (da Silva et al., 1993). The media evaluated include
Balkanine (Bulgaria), Vion 312 (Belarus), and Zioponics (USA); however, this report
concentrates on our experience with Balkanine.
MEDIA CHARACTERIZATION
The intricate geometry of the substrate and the large surface area induce capillary tbrces between
the water and the matrix. The substrate-water characteristic (SWC) is a functional relationship
between water content (_1/) and substrate-matrix potential (0). Balkanine, a zeolite, was
characterized using three different size ranges of particles, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Substrate-water characteristic for three particle size ranges of Balkanine (zeolite). The
symbols represent measured values; the lines represent the fitted van Genuchten model.
These three particle sizes show an order of magnitude difference in the suction values at which
water drains from the matrix. The rapid desaturation of the 1-3 mm particles occurs for matric
potentials less than 10 cm (1 kPa), while the 0.05-0.2 mm size remains saturated well beyond this
same potential. The extreme change in matric suction for the two larger particle sizes between 20
and 25% water content is caused by the complete desaturation of the macropores. Water contents
below this level represent inner-aggregate porosity, a characteristic ofzeolites. The substrate-
water retention data were obtained using methods including a hanging water column, pressure
plate, and thermocouple psychrometry (Phene, Hoffman, and Rawlins, 1973). Models have been
developed that can be fit to the characteristic data of a wide variety of porous media. A widely
used parametric model for SWC was proposed by van Genuchten (1980). The van Genuchten
model for matric potential (_1/) as a function of water content (0) is given as:
G_
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where.,, and r refer to saturated and residual water content, and cz and n are empirical parameters.
Recent studies characterizing different plant growth media have used the van Genuchten model
(Luekov, 1978; Krichevski, 1980; Blackwell, 1954; Baker and Lascano, 1989). The parameters of
this model are also meaningful when expressing the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of the
media.
Predictions of liquid fluxes in a substrate require knowledge of the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity function before any mathematical models may be applied. The conductivity is a
functionof thewatercontentandmayalsobeexpressedwith matricpotential.Theunsaturated
hydraulicconductivitymaybeinferredusinga measurementof saturatedconductivity,Ks, and
applyingvanGenuchten'smodel,givenas:
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Techniques for measuring conductivity in the laboratory are described by Klute and Dirksen
(1986). The unsaturated hydraulic conductivities for the three particle ranges of Balkanine were
measured (Figure 2). The unsaturated conductivity of the larger particles is greater than the other
two size ranges below a matric potential of 10 cm. As the matric suction increases up to about 25
cm, the 0.5-1 mm particle size has the largest conductivity; beyond 25 cm, the smallest size range
has the highest unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. The difficulty in conducting water through two
different media of distinctly different pore sizes (1-3 mm Balkanine and wick material) is
illustrated by Figure 2. Assuming the unsaturated conductivity of the wick is similar to the 0.05-
0.2 mm Balkanine, Figure 2 shows the wick controlling the rate of water movement below about
5 cm suction and the 1-3 mm media limiting water movement at higher suction values (drier
conditions). Under the conditions of an initially dry medium, the unsaturated conductivity would
be extremely low, but gradients would be very large (i.e., wet to dry). Under the scenario of the
medium conductivity limiting water transfer, plant roots would tend to develop in the wick where
water is more readily available.
Even though the conductivity is limiting, the flux may not be limited when a sufficient hydraulic
gradient develops. The one-dimensional horizontal liquid flux, J,,,, can be calculated by the
Buckingham-Darcy expression given as:
".=-K(_)I d_v I (3)
where x is the distance between two points where the matric suction is measured. From Equation
3, it is apparent that as the unsaturated conductivity decreases, the hydraulic gradient must
increase to maintain a constant flux. The energy component in the system is maintained as long as
hydraulic continuity is maintained (particles do not float freely and separate). Particle separation is
one possible impediment to liquid movement within the medium and another is the extremely low
hydraulic conductivities (below 25% water content) caused by the few contact points of large
particles ( 1-3 mm) and reduced cross-sectional flow area when macropores empty. In this
scenario, water must pass almost entirely through inner-aggregate pores and vapor phase
movement, which is an extremely slow process. It may seem logical to maintain high water
contents to maintain liquid fluxes; however, gas exchange within the medium must also be
considered. Because gas diffusion reduces as water content increases, the optimal water content
should be investigated.
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Figure 2. Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of three particle sizes as a function of matric suction
using Balkanine.
Diffusion is the most important component for gas flux within a substrate having negligible air
pressure gradients (neglecting connective transport). The driving force for diffusion is a gas
concentration or partial pressure gradient. Such gradients develop around plant roots as 02 is
being consumed for respiration and CO2 is released. According to Fick's law for one-dimensional
flow', the effective gas diffusion rate, Jo, in free air may be expressed as:
Jr, -D A dC,,
-- c ' (4)
dX
where D A is the diffusion coefficient in free air and ('<, ,; is the gas concentration. The actual
diffusion coefficient in the substrate is lower than in free air due to limited pathways caused by
water-filled pores and the solid particles. Millington and Quirk (1961) derived an expression for
the effective gas diffusion coefficient in the substrate, D so;, which is expressed in terms of water
content as:
4 Itl
where q is the porosity or total pore space. The diffusion coefficient of gas in free air is about
10,000 times that in water; therefore, oxygen supply to roots is essentially cut offin waterlogged
conditions.
Tile general equation for gas diffusion in porous media in the presence of sinks (e.g., 02
consumption dLle to microorganisnls or plant root activity) or sources (e.g., CO,_ production) is a
combinationof Fick'slawwith conservationof mass(continuity).Assumingsteady-state
conditions,vanBavel(1951)presentedsolutionsfor aconstantanduniformproductionrateof
CO2in asoil underlaidby awatertableat x=L (animperviousboundaryfor CO2diffusion)andan
atmosphericconcentration(Co)at thesoil surface:
RL
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where R is the production/consumption term. By solving Equation 1 for O and substituting it into
Equation 6, a plot of the oxygen concentration profile as a function ofmatric potential at a depth
of 10 cm in each of the three particle sizes is produced (Figure 3). As particle size increases, the
matric potential for adequate aeration decreases (i.e., pores empty at lower matric suctions).
Therefore, both adequate water content for liquid flux and adequate air-filled porosity for gas flux
must be maintained. The ability to control water content or matric suction is a function of the
slope of the SWC curve (particle size distribution). In Figure 1, a greater change occurs in matric
suction over the range of water contents (30 to 50%) for the fine and coarse particle sizes than for
the 0.5 to 1 mm particle size range. Thus, optimizing the particle size distribution to match the
desired operating conditions is a key to controlling the root module environment (Wallach et al.,
1992).
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Figure 3. Oxygen concentration at a 10 cm depth in three particle sizes.
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APPLICATION TO A PREVIOUS EXPERIMENT
The Bulgarian-built Svet (Russian for "light") plant growth unit has been onboard the Mir Space
Station since 1989. The Svet NDS, which uses a granular substrate, will be used to grow two
wheat crops during the Space Lab/Mir-1 experiments being conducted during 1995 and 1996. A
description of Svet can be found in Ivanova and Dandolov (1992) and Ivanova et al. (1992). The
Gas Exchange Measurement System (GEMS), developed for these experiments, is described by
Bingham et al. (1995). The Svet system provides a single moisture sensor in each root zone
container (cuvette) which controls the substrate water content. The GEMS includes an array of
substrate moisture sensors that provide a distributed picture of moisture distribution, which
significantly increases our understanding of water movement in porous media in microgravity.
The Svet root module consists of two identical cuvettes, one of which is depicted in Figure 4.
Each cuvette is filled with the substrate Balkanine (naturally occurring zeolite impregnated with
nutrients, 1-3 mm). Water delivery to the root module is controlled by signals from a single heat-
pulse-type moisture sensor, referred to as the Svet moisture sensor (Svet MS) The system
provides small pulses of water on an "on demand" basis. On a low-moisture signal from the
sensor, water is pumped from the Svet water reservoir to a cylindrical, foam "hydroaccumulator"
within the cuvette. Water moves passively from the hydroaccumulator into a system of highly
conductive fabric wicks and then down the potential free energy gradient into the surrounding
granular substrate. The Svet MS is surrounded by the wick material and responds to the water
level in the wick.
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Figure 4. Physical layout of the Svet root module.
Testsusingtheground-basedSvetsystemhaveshownthat thewaterdeliverysystemiscapableof
maintainingapredeterminedmoisturelevelin thewick, undernormalgravityconditions.TheSvet
MS wasusedin Greenhouse1space-basedexperimentsin 1990.Duringtheseexperiments,
indicatedwick waterlevels in microgravity were significantly different than those observed in a
control unit on the ground. The space-based sensors showed high moisture levels with very little
indicated capacitance. However, visual observations indicated that the plants were experiencing
significant water stress. The number of irrigations recorded and the amount of water used
indicated that water most likely was not moving from the wick into the substrate. To help us
understand the behavior of the Svet root module system during the 1990 experiment, we
conducted a study of the water relations of porous substrates in microgravity.
ANALYSIS OF GREENHOUSE 1 (1990) OBSERVATIONS
We applied our theoretical development to the analysis of the results from the 1990 Greenhouse l
experiment. In this experiment, the two cuvettes were planted with Chinese cabbage and Radish.
Each cuvette was packed with 3-5 mm granules of Balkanine. The large granule size was chosen
(despite granule size optimization studies in flight), because scientists were extremely concerned
about water logging and oxygen diffusion in the cuvettes. When the moisture sensor detects that
the substrate and wick have dried below a programmed value, the controller injects additional
water into the hydroaccumulator. The Svet takes hourly measurements of each cuvette's water
content. On earth, the Svet root system seemed to work well. In the presence of gravity, water
not only moved up to the root area, but also from the wick into the Balkanine surrounding it.
Plant roots penetrated the fabric and entered the well-drained Balkanine, extracting water and
nutrients.
The results observed in space were quite different. When the module was hydrated in
microgravity, the sensors indicated saturation almost immediately and were maintained there with
very little additional water. Figure 5 shows the early wetting phase of the two cuvettes in space:
Figure 6 shows the responses of the two cuvettes in space (a and b) and one of the ground
cuvettes (c) for the first 4 days. The continuous lines are the sensor output, and the bar graph
shows water injections. Cuvette 1 has only five water pulses in the first 4 days, and Cuvette 2 only
one, compared with 23 much more significant pulses on the ground. As soon as the flight sensors
began to show an unsaturated condition, the water content indication dropped rapidly but was
returned to saturation with only single pulses of water. The total amount of water injected into the
approximately 4 kg of substrate in each cuvette was less than 400 ml over the entire period. The
ground-based system on the other hand, required continual injections of water to keep the
moisture level above the 75% set point. While the seeds planted in space germinated and started
to grow normally, they began to lag behind the ground controls after only a few' days. Harvested
plants returned to earth were "dwarfed" and apparently "highly stressed" compared with ground
controls. These results are described in some detail by Ivanova and Dandolov (1992) and by
Ivanova et al. (1992). Physiological and chemical analysis of the plants were consistent with plants
exposed to significant moisture and nutrient stress.
Based on our theoretical and laboratory research, we devised the following hypotheses about the
1990 experimental results:
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1. In microgravity,the largedifferencein poresizebetweenthewick andthe3-5mmBalkanine
causedthewaterto remainin thewicks.Waterthat wasconductedinto theBalkaninestayed
in the internalporesof theaggregates,directlyin contactwith thewicks.
2. The SvetMS signalrepresentsthewater contentof thewick systemanddoesnotadequately
measurethestatusof theBalkanine.
3. LaunchvibrationcouldhavebrokencornersandrepackedthelargeBalkaninegranules
allowingtheparticlesto movewith respecto eachother,furtherminimizingthetransferof
water into theBalkanine.
4. Dry Balkaninecannotsupplytherootswith propernutrients.
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Figure 5. Initial wetting curves observed by the Svet MS during 1990 Greenhouse 1 experiment.
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Fig,re 6. Water use dynamics for tile 1990 Greenhouse 1 experiment
Subsequent measurements on the ground confirmed that the Svet MS readings are dominated by
the conditions in the wick. The range of sensitivity of the Svet MS was tested by placing three
thermocouples at distances of 1, 2, and 3 mm from the Svet MS in dry, loosely packed substrate.
In dry substrate, the heat-pulse amplitude dropped significantly across the wick and then
dissipated in the substrate. The effectiveness of a dry wick as an insulator is also demonstrated by
tile temperature readings. The Svet MS surface temperature rise was 10°C; the temperature rise
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outside the wick in dry Balkanine was less than I°C. With a wet wick, heat conduction down the
wick was about 3 times greater than out into the Balkanine. Hence, the Svet MS cannot
differentiate between a wet wick alone and a wet wick surrounded by wet Balkanine. At best, the
area of sensitivity of the Svet MS is less than 1-2 mm. These results supported the need to
supplement the single moisture sensor with additional sensors for the next experiment.
Examination of the flight backup root module, laboratory measurements, and our 1995 experience
(Greenhouse 2) confirm our hypotheses about the problems observed during the 1990 experiment.
We also discovered another significant condition necessary to fully understand the 1990 results.
The 100% reading of the Svet MS, as calibrated for the 1990 experiment, is in percent of"field
capacity" or about 22% g,,./gs. Field capacity is by definition the most water that a substrate can
sustain with the inter-particulate pore space drained by gravity. In microgravity, where the pore
spaces can continue to fill, the actual 100% water content reading corresponds to about 2.5 times
greater (-60 % gw/gs). Therefore, the 100% reading observed by the Svet MS is actually a very
dry reading in space, and the wicks never became wet enough to develop a liquid film around the
substrate granules. An examination of the 1990 flight backup root module indicated that the
substrate was not tightly packed in the cuvette, and significant particulate movement could be
expected in microgravity.
Based on our examination of the Svet root module, we concluded that a properly designed and
managed granular matrix NDS could be highly successful. Proper management would include a
system that determined the actual distribution of water content in the substrate.
MOISTURE MEASUREMENT DEVELOPMENTS
To maximize science development for long-term experiments on Mir, we concluded that a
comprehensive environmental monitoring system was required to document plant growth
conditions. For the Greenhouse 2 experiment, the Svet system was augmented with the U.S.-
developed GEMS. An extremely important benefit of GEMS (Figure 7) is the ability to measure
the distribution of water in each cuvette. The soil moisture sensors developed for use in GEMS
supported this objective. The most important indication of water state, especially in microgravity,
is the direct measurement of the free energy status of the water in the system. Given the free
energy distribution of the water in a root module, movement and availability to plants could be
easily calculated. Matrix potential (energy level) can be measured directly by a tensiometer, but
these sensors are typically bulky, require significant care, and have not been proven in space
(Gardner, 1986). Because moisture content and matrix potential are functions of one another,
matrix potential is usually inferred from water content measurements (Figure 1).
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Figure 7. Svet-GEMS complex in the Kry:tl module ofMir
Current state-of-the-art methods for determining substrate water content include
neutron attenuation, gamma ray attenuation, gypsumblocks,timedomainreflectometry
(TDR), andheatpulse.Neutronattenuationandgammarayattenuationposearadiationhazard
andtendto bebulkydevices.Gypsumblockshavebeenavailablefor terrestrialmeasurementsfor
years,but theyrequirehighfrequenciesandhavea lower sensitivityat thewet endof thescale.
TheTDR methodhasbecomepopularbecauseit is flexible,accurate,andmeasuresrapidly.
TraditionalTDRrequirescomplexcircuitry,however,anduseshighradiofrequencies(2-3GHz),
whichcauseconcernonboardaspacecraft.Smaller,moreportable,capacitance-basedTDR units
arebeingdevelopedbutwill requireasignificantdevelopmentprogram.
Whereas,thegypsumblockmethodrelateselectricalcapacitanceto water content,theheat-pulse
methoduseschangesin thermalconductivityto infermoisturelevel (Gardner,1986).Theheat-
pulse-typesensorhasbeenwidelyusedfor moisturelevelmeasurementsin substratesduringplant
experiments(IvanovaandDandoiov,1992,1992a;Ivanovaet al., 1992).A TDR-typesystemwas
alsoinvestigated,but thecostandlongqualificationtime requiredfor acceptancenegateits
immediateapplicationin space.Limitation in powerrequirements,electromagneticemissions,and
automationonboarda spacecrat_placestringentconstraintsonavailablemeasurementtechniques.
Basedon theexperiencegainedfrom theseexperimentsandmeasurementsfrom prototype
sensors,theheat-pulse-typesensorwaschosenfor developmentin GEMS.Whiletheheat-pulse
approachhastheadvantagesof low averagepowerconsumptionandsimplisticdesign,it alsohas
thedisadvantageof dependingonheatconductivityfor measurement,insteadof a direct
measurementof moisturecontentor matrixpotentialof themedia.In smalldiameterheat-pulse-
typesensors,whereparticlediameterof a substrateapproachesthesizeof thesensor,the
arrangementof theparticlesaroundthesensorcanaffectthe resistanceto heatflow betweena
moisturesensorandsurroundingmedia.Theeffectivenessof this thermalcontact,which is
referredto asthecontactresistance,canaffectthecalibrationof aheat-pulse-typesensorby3-
5%.
Recently,heat-pulsesensorshavebeendevelopedwith a solidporousceramiccoating(Phene,
Hoffman,andRawlins,1973).Thesesensorscorrelatethewatercontentof theceramiccoating
with thesensortemperaturerise.Becausethetemperatureriseof the sensoris dependenton the
water contentof theceramiccoating,other factorssuchasparticlediametercauselessimpacton
the sensoreadings.Whenplacedin asoil medium,thewaterpotentialof theceramiccomesinto
equilibriumwith thefreeenergylevelof thewaterin themedium.Hence,thesesensorscanbe
calibrateddirectlyasafunctionof thewaterpotentialof thesurroundingmedium.Becausethe
probeis in constantandrigid contactwith theceramic,theproblemsassociatedwith theuseof
bareprobesinvaryingsizedmedia(contactresistance)areminimized.However,thesesensorsare
limitedby themovementof waterfrom the media.Wherefast responseis required,themoisture
transferresistancebetweenthesensorceramicandthesubstratecancausedifficultiessimilarto
thoseobservedwith thethermalcontactresistance.
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND FOR THERMAL SENSOR DESIGN
The thermal conductivity of partially saturated substrate increases with water content. The
temperature rise generated by constant energy injection depends on the rate at which heat is
conducted away from the source. Therefore, the temperature rise depends on the moisture level in
a substrate. Theoretical models of sensors based on this principle have been described by Phene,
Hoffman, Rawlins (1973), Carslaw and Jaeger (1962), Luekov (1978), Krichevski (1980), and
others. The temperature rise (T- To) on the probe surface for time t >> b2/4a can be
approximated by (Blackwell, 1954):
T- To =[qVpK] [1,,# + c/ (7)
where c = h_(4ab 2) and 0.572 is a constant. In this relation, b is the probe radius, q is the heat
produced per unit length of the source in unit time, K is the heat conductivity of the medium, a is
the temperature diffusivity, and To is the temperature at t = 0. Equation 7 indicates that a plot of
(T- To) versus ln(t) should be a straight line for large values of t.
DESIGN OF GEMS SUBSTRATE MOISTURE PROBE SENSORS
The design of the GEMS substrate moisture probe (SMP) sensor needed to accommodate the
design of the Svet root module. The SMP sensors resemble large nails, as shown in Figure 8, to
allow insertion through the existing vent holes in the top cover of the root module. The main
components of the SMP sensor are a temperature transducer (AD-590) and a heater coil (-150
ohms), contained in a thermally conductive epoxy shell. The sensor is mounted in an insertion
tube that can be made from different insulating materials, such as stainless steel or epoxy
composite, or the tube can be eliminated.
f Second Encopsu[atlon
/--First EncapsuloUon With 4-Cond. Connector
kk _ InsutoUon Tube, May Be Of
\ \ Gloss Cloth/Epoxy Composite (G-IO)
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Temperoture Tronsducer (AD-5gc)
_--Heoter Wires, Wropped After
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Figure 8. GEMS substrate moisture probe sensor.
The mounting tube (stainless in our case) was fabricated in three lengths for moisture
measurements at three depths in the root module. The tube was made from an insulating material
to minimize the effect of the mounting tube on the measurements. The sensor (without the
mounting tube) is about 25 nun in length and 5 mm in diameter. The transducer has a linear
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temperatureversusvoltageoutputdependency.Thesensorwasactivatedin theGEMSunit by a
12V powersupply.Thepulselengthchosenfor theGEMSunitwas20secondslong, which
dissipatesabout0.5W of heatinto themedium.Thepulseparametersreflectthe requirementhat
themaximumsurfacetemperatureof thesensorshouldnotexceed10°Cexternalto thesensor.
Thisrequirementpreventsdamageto therootsandreducesmoisturecapillarymovement.
Becausewatermovesin responseto a temperaturegradientin thesubstrate,thisphenomena
couldhavea pronouncedeffectin microgravityif a largetemperaturegradientwasallowedto be
maintainedin thesubstratein thevicinity of thesensordueto sensoroperation.
Thedifferencebetweenthetemperatureon thesurfaceof thesensorandthetemperature
measuredbythetransducerinsidethesensorisverysmallbecausethesensor'sheatcapacityis
small.A temperatureriseshownby thesensoris largerthantheactualtemperaturerisein the
mediumdueto thetemperaturejump on thesensorsurface,which isaresultof contactresistance.
Figure9 givesaplot of(T- To) versus hi(t) for a pulse of 30 seconds, which demonstrates the
linear dependence of temperature rise on the log of time for t >10 seconds. It indicates that the
sensor satisfies the large time approximation at times greater than about 10 seconds. When the
temperature rise of the sensor is in the log-linear portion of the curve, the temperature rise is
inversely proportional to the thermal conductivity of the medium and therefore sensitive to the
water content of the substrate. Additional increases in temperature do not result in increased
sensitivity.
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Figure 9. Time history of temperature rise for a GEMS substrate moisture probe sensor in 1-3
mm Balkanine at nine water contents.
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CALIBRATION OF GEMS SUBSTRATE MOISTURE PROBE SENSORS
The SMP sensors were calibrated against both TDR and gravimetric standards. Weighed masses
of oven-dry Balkanine were mixed with weighed amounts of water and allowed to equilibrate.
The equated substrate-water mixture was packed firmly around the sensors. At saturation, a
volume of 853 cm3 was filled with 712 g of dry Balkanine and 386 g of water, giving a bulk
density of 0.84 g/cm3 and a porosity of 0.65. The particle density equaled 2.37 g/cm3. Water
content on a mass basis, obtained from the scale readings, was converted to a volume basis for
comparison with TDR readings. After correcting for water content, the SMP sensor output was
fit to the corresponding water content using linear regression.
Figure !0 shows calibration curves for three different sensors exhibiting similar dependency on
water content. The variation in the maximum temperature rise of the different sensors is due to
nonuniformity in fabrication. These arise from small variations in the resistivity of the heater coils
and the distance between the heater coil and the sensor. This difference is accounted for in the
calibration coefficients assigned to each sensor. Moisture level was measured as the per cent of
mass of water per mass of dry substrate. In space experiments, the range of moisture level is
wider than on earth. Saturation moisture level will be different in microgravity than in terrestrial
conditions, because all of the pore space can be filled with water in microgravity.
Substrate Moisture Probe Calibration
Data vs. Model
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Figure 10. Calibration curves of three GEMS substrate moisture probe sensors in 1-3 mm
Balkanine.
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Experiencewith theGEMSSMPsensorshowedthatthesensorcalibrationwassensitiveto
particulatesizedistributionandthebulk densityof thegranularmixturebeingmeasured.Oneof
thereasonsfor this shift of calibrationis the existenceof contactresistancefor heattransfer
betweenthesubstrateandthesensorsurface.Thecontactresistanceresultsfromthechangein
themolecularlevelcontactbetweenthesensorandthesubstratethroughwhichheatcanflow.
Clearly,heatflowing outwardfromtheheaterthroughtheconductiveepoxyshellof thesensor
movesquiterapidly.Wherethesensorendsandtheporousmatrixmaterialstarts,anair/substrate
boundaryexiststhroughwhichtheheatmustflow. Becauseair isa goodinsulatorandcirculation
isblockedbytheaggregate,heatlossfrom thesensoris entirelyby conductionin thematrix.
Changesin theactualcontactareabetweensensorsurfaceandsubstratecanresultfromseveral
causes.Onecauseis air entrapmenton thesensorsurface(Nagpal,1973).Changesin thespatial
orientationof particlecontactpointsis anotherfactorcontributingto avariablecontactresistance
betweencalibrationandusein flight. It hasbeenobservedthatcontactresistancechanges lightly
afterasensoris insertedandusedafew times.
Takinginto accountthe contactresistance,the largetimeapproximationshownin Equation7
becomes:
7"-7° =[q/4pK] [c + ht(t) + 2K/bH] (8)
where H is the heat transfer coefficient. A high heat transfer coefficient corresponds to good
contact (conductance) between the sensor surface and the surrounding medium, which leads to a
corresponding reduction in temperature rise. Equation 8 was used to determine the effect of
contact resistance on the maximum temperature rise at conditions similar to ours; namely, the
substrate heat conductivity is 1 W/km, the sensor diameter is 2 ram, the length is 25 ram, and the
heat pulse of 0.625 W lasts for 30 seconds. The calculations have shown that at high heat transfer
coefficient, 50 W/km2 and higher, the temperature rise is the smallest and is determined by the
substrate heat conductivity. The maximum temperature rise increases significantly when the heat
transfer coefficient becomes less than 10 W/kin 2.
Any substrate is a mixture of particles of different sizes and shapes. However, after a launch, the
substrate becomes stratified due to vibrations and accelerations during liftoff. This leads to a
spatial redistribution of particles of different sizes and shapes than was present at calibration. To
correctly interpret the data obtained from orbit, the effect of substrate particle realignment must
be quantified. The most important and encouraging facts obtained from these studies are that
factors like contact resistance lead to only a small shift in calibration cu_'es and the slope of the
curve is not changed. The offset in the calibration curve can be determined if the measurements
made at another contact resistance include measurements made at one known moisture level. For
example, consider the situation in which a sensor that is calibrated using a sample ofsubstrate is
then used to determine the moisture content of the substrate in another device, such as a root
module. The calibration curve corresponds to a contact resistance established during calibration.
A new contact resistance will be established when the sensor is inserted into the root modtde.
Therefore, the calibration curve in a plot, maximum temperature rise versus moisture content, can
be shifted to a new position corresponding to the new contact resistance. This new position can
be found by taking the measurement at a known moisture level, such as when the substrate is dry.
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UTILIZATION OF GEMS SUBSTRATE MOISTURE PROBE SENSORS
Ground Results
Several ground experiments have been conducted in the Svet system using the SMP sensors
presented in this paper. Long and short probes have been built to detect moisture distribution
along the height of the cuvette. Long probes are used to measure the moisture level below the
hydroaccumulator, and short probes are used to measure the moisture level above the
hydroaccumulator (see Figure 4). The moisture level is expected to be higher below the
hydroaccumulator than above the hydroaccumulator due to the effect of gravity on water
distribution under terrestrial conditions. This phenomenon is not expected in microgravity. Figure
11 shows the effect of gravity on the time dependent distribution of water within the cuvette.
During priming, the long probes show a faster rise in moisture content than the short probes.
Water leaving the hydroaccumulator is initially driven downward by gravity. It then spreads
horizontally around the long probes at a faster rate than capillary movement of water upward to
the short probes in the cuvette. The data also indicate that moisture level below the
hydroaccumulator is 5% higher than above the hydroaccumulator during plant growth. Such
stratification of the moisture is due to gravity.
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Figure 11. Effect of gravity on the time dependent distribution of water within the cuvette
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Figure 11alsodemonstratestheproblemof contactresistance.After insertingthe SMPsensors
into adry root module,thereadingsobservedin thedryBalkaninetendto changeastheroot
modulebeginsto wetup.Becausethehydroaccumulatorsexpandwhentheyarewet, the
arrangementof theparticlesaroundthe sensorstendsto shift aswater is first injectedinto the
hydroaccumulator.Becauseweknowthewatercontentof thedrymatrix,wecanadjustfor any
shift in thepackingdensitydueto this rearrangement.Adjustingthedry (starting)partof the
curveto 8%watercontentallowstheuseof thegroundcalibrationcurveto beusedeffectivelyin
interpretingthewatercontentin themodule.Theresultingdatashowtheexpectedwatercontent
stratificationin themoduledueto theeffectof gravity.
Flight Results
The GEMS equipment was launched to the Mir Station with the Specktr Module in June 1995
and used in a plant experiment between August and November 1995 (Greenhouse 2). Each
cuvette contained eight SMP sensors, which were used to track water movement in the Balkanine.
Unlike the 1990 experiment where the water remained in the wick, water was observed in the
Balkanine in the 1995 experiment. However, the experiment was not without surprises.
The initial Balkanine wetup curves for each cuvette as recorded by two of the GEMS SMP sensors are
shown in Figure 12. Figures 13 and 14 show time histories of the substrate moisture measurements
recorded by two short sensors located near the center of each cuvette during the first 21 days of the
1995 experiment.
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Figure 12. Wetup curves recorded by GEMS.
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Figure 13. Time history of substrate moisture measurements for Cuvette l.
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At first glance,Figure 5 from the 1990 experiment and Figure 12 from the 1995 experiment look
similar. In reality, they are quite different. The traces in Figure 5 are for the wick water content, while
those in Figure 12 are for the Balkanine about 2 cm from the wick. The timing of the start of the rise in
water content in the two figures is also significantly different. The full wetting period in 1990 occurred
in the first l 0 hours (one Program 2), while wetting both cuvettes in 1995 required running the initial
wetting program three times, followed by maximum injection under automatic control (Program 3) for
about 40 hours. This amount of water is consistent with the requirement for fully wetting the 4 kg of
Balkanine contained in each cuvette. In both experiments, Cuvette 1 did not receive the same quantity
of water per injection as Cuvette 2. Volume analysis and post-flight measurements indicate that, in
1995, Cuvette 2 received more than 3 times the water that Cuvette 1 received early in the experiment.
The dose differential appears to have reduced as the experiment progressed to about 1.6 times near the
end of the experiment. The differential appears to have been about 2 times during the 1990 experiment.
Commtinications with the flight experiment was a significant problem during Greenhouse 2.
Neither the Svet telemetry system nor the NASA MIPS telemetry system that GEMS was
designed to use were operational during Greenhouse 2. Because of these communications failures,
ground controllers were forced to rely on voiced information to interpret data and make decisions
about future actions. In addition, a calibration offset in the Svet root module, due to a
misunderstanding of the Bulgarian calibration procedure, added further confusion to the initial
results being reported by the cosmonaut. Because data were available on the ground only once
per day, the level of discussion between the investigators during the first few days of the
experiment was intense. The behavior of the system during the following few days, however,
seemed to confirm the differential delivery hypothesis, which was fully confirmed when the first
hard disk was returned to earth by the Mir 18 crew in early September 1995.
Lack of communications with the orbital system made it impossible to optimize the root module
water content. Two problems continued to plague water management decisions throughout the
1995 experiment. The failure of the Svet control unit on August 16 made it mandatory that water
injections be controlled manually, by the amount of time that the pump was turned on for each
cuvette. This task was typically scheduled once per day,, just after making a manual recording of
the Balkanine water status for voice-down to the ground later in the day. Ground controllers,
therefore, had only the previous day's data to use in suggesting the amount of pump time to be
used for the following day's injection. Because water use varied significantly with cabin
temperature, and oven use in the Krystl module caused significant variations in cabin temperature,
smooth operations were difficult to establish. The biggest problenl, however, was the Mir
personnel's 5-day week schedule. Communications over the weekend are purposely limited
Therefore, it was necessary to anticipate the full weekend schedule on Thursday. The two large
changes in water content in the middle of August (Figures 13 and 14) resulted from
underestimating weekend water demands. These swings were probably hard on the plants, but
they were useful for establishing substrate moisture dynamics.
During the first 21 days of the experiment, water loss from Cuvette 1 was by evaporation from the
surfaces and wicks of the cuvette (see Figure 13). These measurements were made by two sensors
located near the middle of the cuvette, but 2 cm fi-om the wick toward the inside and outside of the
cu\ettc. The sides of the cuvettc have 1 into holes on a 1 cm e pattern. Tim high wind velocity (--1.5
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m/s)betweenthecuvettesinducesaveryhighevaporationrateonthesidewall.Theevaporationfrom
thissurfacedriesthissectionof thecuvettemuchmorerapidlythanthemiddle.Evaporationfromthe
middleof thecuvetteis largelyfromthewick.Figure14showsthedatacollectedfromtwosensorsin
Cuvette2,but in thesamepositionsasthoseshowninFigure13.Again,thesensorlocatedbetween
theoutsidewallandthewick hasmuchmoredynamicmovementthantheonebetweenthewicks.The
amountof waterinCuvette2 isobviouslymuchgreaterthanthatinCuvettei, astheamountof drying
observedoverthefirstweekendismuchlessinCuvette2. ThedryingcyclearoundAugust29,
however,completelydriesthelayerof Balkanineoutsidethewick andsubstantiallyreducesthewater
contentof thelayerbetweenthewicks.
Thebehaviorof thesesensorsduringthesewettinganddryingcyclesvalidatestheexpressionsthatwe
havedevelopedfor thebehaviorof waterinagranularsubstrateundermicrogravity.At 58%water
contentg/g,thesubstrateis fully saturated.Thatis,it iscompletelywaterlogged,justasif someone
hadfilledacupwith thesubstrateonearthandthenfilledthecupto thetopwithwater.Thereisnoair
spaceleft in themixture.OnAugust15,theBalkaninearoundthesensorsinbothcuvetteswas
absolutelywaterlogged.However,assoonasthesourceof waterwasreduced,thewaterwaswicked
awayfromtheseregionsinasmoothlyvaryingfashion.Whenthewaterinputandevapotranspiration
ratesweresimilar,thewaterlevelin theBalkaninewaswellbehavedandeasilycontrolled.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an approach for accurately predicting water response of porous media systems in
microgravity. For optimum plant development, the root support substrate must be able to transfer
water efficiently from the source of liquid to the most distant root hair, without a substantial decrease
in water potential. Figure 2 and Equation 2 show that for any given water flux through a substrate, the
potential difference required decreases with increasing water content. With the still relatively large
substrate that we chose to fly in Greenhouse 2, phase 1, it was necessary to maintain water content in
the 35-40% range to provide adequate water fluxes to support root water uptake away from the wicks.
Because oxygen diffusion in a substrate is a function of the air-filled porosity of the substrate (Figure 3
and Equation 6), water content should not have been increased above this value. The air-filled pore
space in a substrate decreases linearly with the increase in water content. Figure 3 shows that moving
to the region of most efficient water transfer in a substrate is a corresponding move into the region of
limiting oxygen diffusion. In an oxygen limited environment, root vigor and water uptake capability
decrease. Therefore, optimizing these two opposing functions is important in the operation of the root
support system.
The procedure developed by Jones (1995), which was applied in the choice of Svet substrates used in
the Greenhouse 2 (1995) experiment, was critical in helping to resolve the limited data available in the
early days of this experiment. The data collected through three wetting and drying cycles show
smoothly varying responses to changes in water balance and can be used to verify the coefficients used
in the models we have developed. We are currently modeling the root module response observed to
determine just how closely our ground-determined and flight-determined coefficients agree.
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The substrate moisture sensors that we developed and deployed to the Mir Space Station for use
in determining the distribution of water content in the substrate are currently being flown in the
Greenhouse 2 experiment. Calibrations of the sensors on the ground allow moisture content to be
determined in space within 3-5% relative water content. The effects of varying contact resistance
when the SMP sensors are inserted in space result in an error of less than 5%, which can be
corrected by using measurements made in the dry substrate before water is added. These sensors
were extremely useful in understanding the differential behavior of the two cuvettes during the
initial segment of the Greenhouse 2 experiment.
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